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Part 1: What is a good corpus?

What is a good corpus?

What is the best corpus to use for my research question?

▷ The answer depends on many things: the research question,
the underlying model, availability of the data, …

What is a good corpus?

▷ A good corpus ensures transparent, reproducible research.
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Part 1: What is a good corpus?

Background: Corpora in research

Corpora can be used in many ways, among them:

▶ finding examples for a given phenomenon
▶ exploring a phenomenon (from manual analysis of examples

to quantitative data-driven methods)
▶ formulating hypotheses (that are then tested on other corpora

or by other methods)
▶ testing hypotheses
▶ modelling

As we move through this list from top to bottom, it becomes
more and more important to know your corpus.

Our focus today is on the more experimental methods.
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Part 1: What is a good corpus?

Background: Explore your data!

“Data is ontologically different from the world. The world is as it is;
data is an interpretation of it for the purpose of scientific study.
The weather is not the meteorologist’s data; measurements of such things
as air temperature are. A text corpus is not the linguist’s data;
measurements of such things as average sentence length are.
[…] [F]ailure to understand relevant characteristics of data can lead to
results and interpretations that are distorted or even worthless. ”

Moisl (2009, p. 876)
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Part 1: What is a good corpus?

Reproducibility (& replicability)

Ideally, the result of a corpus study is reproducible.
This means that the same result should be obtained using the same method
on the same corpus. For this to work, a corpus must be freely available and,
along with the procedure used to conduct the study, must be well-described.
Ideally, the data and the full analysis procedure (instructions, code)
are made publicly available (▷ paper packages).

Ideally, the result of a corpus study is replicable.
This means that comparable or converging results can be obtained from
other corpora (or by other methods).

Also sometimes called literal reproducibility, conceptal reproducibility, repeatability;
definitions vary from field to field (and sometimes the meanings of reproducibility
and replicability are switched). On the necessity of combining methods, see, e. g.,
Arppe & Järvikivi (2007), Drummond (2009), Gilquin & S. Gries (2009).
Reproducibility is good scientific practice. It is strongly recommended by the DFG guidelines.
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Part 1: What is a good corpus?

Transparency

A good corpus is transparently built and well documented. Ideally,
the guidelines are available and contain sufficient information on:

▶ the design principles (what the corpus contains, how it was sampled)
▶ each layer of annotation, including

▶ how the annotation was done
(automatically, manually, exponents and tagset, etc.)

▶ how the annotation was evaluated
(inter-annotator agreement, comparison to gold standard, etc.)

Yes, this means that we have to write guidelines.
And that we have to read guidelines.

Note that even if reproducibility is not the goal, it is important that the results are transparent.
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Part 1: What is a good corpus?

Availability

A good corpus is freely available to all researchers.

Frequently mentioned reasons for restricting access to a corpus:

▶ “I do not have time to learn about the formats.”/
“I do not know how to make a corpus available.”

▶ “I/my group want to exploit the data first.”/
“Other people will steal our results.” (and endless variations thereon)

▶ “The corpus contains errors, it is not yet ready.
What will my colleagues think?”

▶ legal issues
▶ ethical issues
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Part 1: What is a good corpus?

Availability | Lack of Knowledge

Before you begin …

▶ data management plan (▷ different topic)
▶ decisions on format and architecture
▶ decisions on legal issues (below)

“I give up. I just want to do my research.”
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Part 1: What is a good corpus?

Availability | Lack of Knowledge

Piaget’s office

Archive Deutsches Wörterbuch
(Grimm, now at BBAW)

Even in “prehistoric” times, it was necessary to design a systematic way
of finding data again – if you wanted your data to be used by others.
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Part 1: What is a good corpus?

Availability | Knowledge!

▶ books: introductions to corpus linguistics and corpus statistics
Kübler & Zinsmeister (2014), Hirschmann (2019)

▶ ask others

▶ collaboration
▶ within the CRC: INF, summer schools, tutorials, …
▶ in the Sprach- und literaturwissenschaftliche Fakultät:

Carolin Odebrecht
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Part 1: What is a good corpus?

Availability | “Me first”

The “me first” kind of thinking leads to:

▶ lost data (a lot!)
▶ double/triple work

(think of the different digitizations of the Nibelungenlied)
▶ intransparency
▶ Sometimes, students/researchers are not allowed to work

on the data if they leave the group.

How likely is it that someone will write the exact same thesis/paper?
Wouldn’t it be better to have an open discussion about different views
on the same data?
Think how often you will be cited if your corpus is available
under an open license!
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Part 1: What is a good corpus?

Availability | Errors

Every corpus contains errors!

▶ Be open.
▶ Document your decisions.
▶ Give users a way of reporting errors they find

(email, feedback form, etc.).
▶ Have a good versioning system.
▶ Publish new versions, but keep old versions available.
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Part 1: What is a good corpus?

Availability | Legal issues

There are two rather different types of legal issues:

▶ copyright issues (or problems with data that has not been
made available under a license)

▶ personal rights ▷ participant agreements (Keep them safe!)

Legal and ethical issues vary massively between subfields of linguistics,
types of data, and between countries.

In any case: Think about these issues before you start collecting data.

It is important to publish your data under a license, e. g.,
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/

This is an extremely difficult issue. There are some legal help desks (CLARIN used
to provide one and has some documentation) and the Rechtsabteilung (hm).
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Part 1: What is a good corpus?

Availability | Ethical issues

We also have to consider ethical issues and data protection issues.

Even if legally possible, it may be unethical to publish something,
e. g., if people say/write something that might incriminate them.

Before you begin:
▶ data protection plans, ethics vote

After you collect the data:
▶ anonymization (different schemes),
▶ If – and only if – legally or ethically sensitive data is necessary

to answer your research question: restricted access
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Part 1: What is a good corpus? Corpus Design

Overview

Unlike a book/text chosen for literary or philological research,
a corpus is often seen as a “collection of machine-readable authentic texts
[…] which is sampled to be representative of a particular language or
language variety.”

McEnery et al. (2006)

The idea behind this is that a number of parameters can influence
language, and a corpus should consist of texts that can be described
by the parameters of interest. The specific texts do not matter.

We’ll see that things are more complicated.
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Part 1: What is a good corpus? Sampling

Sampling | Corpus design

Statistical aspects Typically, one wants to investigate a population
that is too big for exhaustive analysis. Therefore, we
have to draw a sample. Samples can be opportunistic,
stratified, or representative. The sampling strategy
determines whether/how you can extrapolate from
the sample to the population.

Content Which texts should the corpus contain?
Which sampling parameters are relevant?

For more on the issue of sampling, see Biber (1993), Oakes (1998). See Kilgarriff (2005),
Evert (2006), S. T. Gries (2010) on non-randomness within corpora (dispersion, burstiness).
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Part 1: What is a good corpus? Sampling

Corpus design | Sampling strategies

▶ Research question: How much
of Germany is covered by forest?

▶ First we have to operationalize
what we mean by “covered
by forest”.

▶ We cannot travel everywhere;
how should we proceed?

▶ Extrapolation from
these opportunistic samples
would lead to invalid results.
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Part 1: What is a good corpus? Sampling

Opportunistic sampling

Many corpora (even some “reference” corpora) are opportunistic samples.

▶ Opportunistic corpora can still be valuable sources of data.
▶ However, we have to be careful making generalizations

from those corpora.
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Part 1: What is a good corpus? Sampling

Stratified sampling

If we know of (or suspect) particular parameters that influence
the phenomenon we are interested in, we can build a stratified corpus
in which we collect data according to each (combination of) parameters.

▶ For the forest example: urban/rural, type of soil,
privately vs. publicly owned, mountainous/flat, …

▶ For corpus design (depending on the research question):
dialect, purpose, audience, etc.

Using a stratified sample, we can at least find out whether
a given parameter has an influence.
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Part 1: What is a good corpus? Sampling

Representative sampling

If we know the parameters and their distribution in the population,
we can build a representative corpus.

▶ For the forest example: possible, since Germany
is exhaustively mapped

▶ For corpus design: almost never possible …Typically, we
don’t know the distributions in the population.

If you have a representative sample, extrapolation of the results
to the population is more likely to be valid (External Validity, next week).

The situation is more complicated: Even if representative sampling is not possible,
there are approaches that show how closely a subcorpus matches a larger corpus.
If a phenomenon approaches closure, one could (perhaps) assume that the sampling
is fairly complete. But many linguistic phenomena follow a Zipfian distribution – closure
is not expected (Baayen 2001, Baroni 2009).
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Part 1: What is a good corpus? Sampling

Corpus design | Parameters

The sample we draw is influenced by many parameters such as:

▶ time
▶ mode
▶ properties of the speaker (socio-economic and so many more)
▶ the relationship between speaker and hearer (in many respects)
▶ register (in all its aspects)

This means that not every sample collected according to a given
combination of parameters is like every other sample. This has
huge implications for our ability to extrapolate and for our reporting.

In this context, we are likely preaching to the choir, but we have to say it at some point.
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Part 1: What is a good corpus? Sampling

Corpus Design | Summary

▶ The corpus design determines which conclusions you can draw
from the sample you are looking at. Again: document your decisions
or read the manual (beware of the word “representative” when
it just means “big”).

▶ Users of available corpora have to live with designers’ design decisions.
You have to check whether those design decisions are OK for your
intended use.
It is not good practice to use some corpus that only approximates
what you need without understanding the effect that your choice
of corpus may have.

▶ Sometimes sub-corpus creation is a solution. This requires
sufficient metadata and search tools that allow for filtering.
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Part 1: What is a good corpus? Annotation

Annotation

One can basically annotate anything: from the well known parts of speech
through syntactic and textual structures to your favourite words.

Why do we annotate data?
▶ There is only one reason: We want to find different instances

of “the same category”.
▶ This means that annotation is categorization (we almost always

have fewer annotation categories than tokens), …
▶ …and categorization is interpretation.
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Part 1: What is a good corpus? Annotation

A hands-on annotation activity

1. Visit hu.berlin/anno
2. Download KompositaExperiment.xlsx
3. Edit it as follows, annotating

only compound nouns:
▶ Write the Modern High German

normalization into column B.
▶ If a compound spans multiple tokens,

copy the same normalization onto
all the lines spanned by the original
compound in column A.

4. Save under any file name.
5. Upload the edited file on the same page.

The example texts are taken from the Ridges corpus (CC_BY).
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Part 1: What is a good corpus? Annotation

Annotation | Decisions

Among other things, we need to decide on:

▶ the exponent: token, span
▶ the set of categories: tagset or procedure
▶ the mathematical model behind the annotation:

flat, hierarchical, pointing relations
▶ the principles for assigning tags to exponents
▶ the method of assigning categories:

manual, automatic ▷ tool, training data, …
▶ the method of ensuring quality: measuring the distance to

the gold standard, inter-annotator agreement, …

For transparency, all these decisions must be documented.
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Part 1: What is a good corpus? Annotation

Annotation & Transparency

We just saw that humans are not perfect annotators.

By documenting annotation decisions and preserving them in a corpus,
at least we make the process – with all its subjectivity and errors –
transparent. It is also relevant to document the annotation procedure!

The development of annotation schemes is research!

There are different ways of measuring the agreement between annotators (Cohen 1960,
Fleiss 1971) and many helpful tools to minimize errors (double annotation, sanity checks, …).
Automatic annotation also produces (systematic) errors. It is extremely helpful
to have a basic understanding of annotation programs such as taggers and parsers.
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Part 1: What is a good corpus? Annotation

Day 1: Taking stock

▶ Start from the research question.

▶ A good corpus allows for transparent reproducible research.
▶ That means that it is …

▶ well documented (design, annotation)
▶ openly available (under a suitable license)
▶ ideally available in different formats and amendable.

We did not talk about this.

▶ Explore your data!

▶ Did we mention the research question?
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Part 1: What is a good corpus? Annotation

Looking forward: Day 2

Today was about understanding the data in the corpora we work with.
Next week will be about extrapolating from data and making inferences.

Corpus-building is of necessity a marriage of perfection and pragmatism. […] It is
advisable to base your claims on your corpus and avoid unreasonable generalizations.

McEnery et al. (2006, p. 73)

https://xkcd.com/605/
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Part 2: Inference

What do we do with a corpus once it has been created?

Week 1 was about transparency and openness in corpus design and
distribution. They are just two key ingredients in making
valid scientific inferences. We use corpora to make inferences.

▶ valid inferences as the ultimate goal in science
▶ always supported by data
▶ validity of inference tested = supported or refuted
▶ transparency and openness: requirements for refutation/support

“I measured anomalies in the precession of Mercury’s perihelion, but I
won’t give you the details of when, how, and with which tools I measured
them. Also, you cannot see my raw data because of [insert any old reason].
But take it from me: Newton’s theory of gravitation has been refuted.”

Not from Le Verrier (1859)!
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Part 2: Inference Philosophies of inference

Inference in CL I: Positivism and induction

(Logical) Positivism
Formally derive knowledge (theories) from observables and logic only.
Induction. No metaphysics. No researcher creativity. (Carnap 1928, …)

Are we really just searching for patterns in corpus data?

▶ What’s the assumed general mechanism?
▶ How do we get to meaningful theories from patterns?
▶ Corpus design/pre-processing cannot be guided by theory

under a strictly inductive approach.

▶ The General Theory of Relativity does not follow
from the observations.
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Part 2: Inference Philosophies of inference

Inference in CL II: Rationalist Probativism

Rationalist Probativism
Theories are formed by humans interpreting nature. Theories are tested
against data, not logically derived from them. Inference from error.
(Popper 1962, Mayo 1996, …)

Questions/points that gain high importance under this philosophy:

▶ Does the corpus contain relevant data (true representativeness)?
▶ Which methods of (statistical) analysis are used?
▶ Pre-processing and corpus design become part of

theoretical reasoning and need to be made explicit.
▶ Does the study deliver a serious Argument from Error?

“There is evidence an error is absent to the extent that a procedure with
a very high capability of signalling the error, if and only if it is present,
nevertheless detects no error.” (Mayo 2018, p. 16)
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Part 2: Inference The Texas Marksman

The Texas marksman’s barn door at 5 p.m.

He must be one of the best shots in the Lone Star State!

Illustrations by Elizabeth Pankratz.
Metaphor going back to Venn (1866, p. 259), see also Mayo (2018, pp. 19–20).
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Part 2: Inference The Texas Marksman

The Texas marksman’s barn door at 4 p.m.

Earlier that same day, however …

Illustrations by Elizabeth Pankratz.
Metaphor going back to Venn (1866, p. 259), see also Mayo (2018, pp. 19–20).
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Part 2: Inference The Texas Marksman

The Texas marksman’s barn door at 6 p.m.

His friend works at Google and helps him to improve his aim even further!

Illustrations by Elizabeth Pankratz.
Metaphor going back to Venn (1866, p. 259), see also Mayo (2018, pp. 19–20).
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Part 2: Inference The Texas Marksman

The field next to the Texas marksman’s barn

Behold what the marksman’s child found in the field the next day.

Illustrations by Elizabeth Pankratz.
Metaphor going back to Venn (1866, p. 259), see also Mayo (2018, pp. 19–20).
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Part 2: Inference The Texas Marksman

The Texas marksman’s spouse is a linguist!

How about this abstract from the marksman’s spouse’s recent paper?

▶ I found some data in a corpus for a data-driven study.
I shot some arrows randomly at my barn door.

▶ My theory is that there are patterns in the data, typically
some co-occurrences of words and forms with some types of texts.
Targets consist of roughly concentric, potentially irregular loops.

▶ I managed to approximate a function that predicts
such co-occurrences with very high accuracy, corroborating my theory.
I drew a target which maximises my score.

▶ Some problematic features were removed (post-data model selection).
I got rid of the arrows that landed in the field.
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Part 2: Inference The Texas Marksman

The bad and the good | Inferences from corpora

The Texas marksman used a method with terrible error signalling
capabilities to test the theory that he is a good shot.

With corpora, it’s tempting to use methods with low error-signalling
capabilities, especially if we mistake induction for error probing.

▶ The larger the corpus and the less I know about the corpus,
the higher the risk of obtaining lousy error-probing.

▶ It’s easy to find evidence for any entertainable theory
in a large enough corpus by testing soft hypotheses.

▶ Transparency and openness allow for better error-probing.
▶ Advantage of corpora over experimental paradigms: Data acquisition

can be documented much better, and we get full reproducibility.
▶ Proper use of corpora can result in high External Validity.
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Part 2: Inference The Texas Marksman

Validity | More problems with inferences from corpus data

More often than not, you’ll have a problem with types of validity
Cronbach & Meehl (1955), Maxwell & Delaney (2004), …

▶ Construct Validity: Theories are unclear, fuzzy, weak.
▷ Clusters in the corpus/mind ▷ Naive usage-based approaches

▶ Internal Validity: Issues of causality are treated sloppily.
▷ Naive usage based approaches ▷ Collo-phenomena

▶ Statistical Conclusion Validity: Statistical inference is seen
as detached from substantive evidence, leading to
utter misapprehension of of statical results.

▷ Bad corpus statistics

▶ External Validity: The data don’t allow for the intended
generalisation (= unsuitable corpora).

▷ Last week
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Part 2: Inference Weak or no error probing with corpora

Induction-heavy approaches | Collo-phenomena

▶ Collocations and collostructions:
Evert (2008), Stefanowitsch & S. Gries (2003)
▶ examine co-occurrence frequencies in corpora
▶ collocations (CWd): words and words
▶ collostructions (CCx): words and “constructions”
▶ not derived from any substantive theory (CWd) or

weakly associated with cognitive/usage-based approaches (CCx)

▶ Problems:
▶ separating the noise (including inherent randomness) from data
▶ data not “given”, but a pre-processed corpus
▶ …usually pre-processed by other researchers

▶ What does it mean for words to be collocates?
▶ What’s the causal mechanism?
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Part 2: Inference Weak or no error probing with corpora

Jumping to conclusions | Naive usage-based approaches

Usage-based theory: Language is learned by general cognitive mechanisms.
There is no UG. The frequencies in the input and entrenchment lead to
a probabilistic cognitive grammar being learned.
Bybee & Beckner (2009), Divjak (2016), Kapatsinski (2014), Tomasello (2003)

Going from data to (weak) theories is easy:

▶ Naive usage-based approach: The noun denoting the prototypical
“roaring thing” should be the most frequent subject of “to roar”
in a corpus of English.

▶ What’s the prototypical subject noun collocate with “to roar”?
What’s the prototypical thing that roars?

▶ It’s not “lion” but “engine”. (Newman & Sorenson Duncan 2015)
▶ A usage-based fallacy: The theory is the patterns from the corpora.
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Part 2: Inference Weak or no error probing with corpora

Bad corpus statistics | Unspecific H1 & huge sample size

Frequency
Word corpus 1 corpus 2
de 6,781,719 6,802,262
, 5,627,749 5,633,555
la 3,613,946 3,614,049
. 3,574,395 3,579,032
que 2,963,992 2,956,662
y 2,642,241 2,653,365
en 2,562,028 2,564,809
el 2,450,353 2,446,328
a 1,885,112 1,882,813
los 1,597,103 1,603,537
del 1,173,860 1,172,623
se 1,139,311 1,143,202
las 1,054,729 1,054,924
un 1,001,556 1,000,106

▶ Corpus comparison: frequencies
of lexical items in corpus 1 and
corpus 2 (same size)
Kilgarriff (2001)

▶ H1: Because the corpora
represent different populations
(registers, communities, …),
for each lexical item,
the frequencies are different
in corpus 1 and corpus 2.

▶ H0: For each lexical item,
the frequency is the same in
corpus 1 and corpus 2.
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Part 2: Inference Weak or no error probing with corpora

Bad corpus statistics | Unspecific H1 & huge sample size

Tests of H0 using contingency tables and χ2-tests:

Frequency
Word corpus 1 corpus 2 χ2 p
de 6,781,719 6,802,262 32.99 <.001***
, 5,627,749 5,633,555 3.12 .077
la 3,613,946 3,614,049 0.00 .975
. 3,574,395 3,579,032 3.08 .079
que 2,963,992 2,956,662 9.36 <.010**
y 2,642,241 2,653,365 23.88 <.001***
en 2,562,028 2,564,809 1.53 .217
el 2,450,353 2,446,328 3.40 .065
a 1,885,112 1,882,813 1.44 .230
los 1,597,103 1,603,537 13.09 <.001***
del 1,173,860 1,172,623 0.67 .415
se 1,139,311 1,143,202 6.68 <.010**
las 1,054,729 1,054,924 0.02 .896
un 1,001,556 1,000,106 1.07 .302

▶ Hypothesis test turns out stat.
significant 5/14 times.

▶ But corpus 1 and corpus 2 are
actually random samples from
the same larger corpus.

▶ With a sample size twice as big,
even 9/14 cases will test as stat.
significant.

▶ If sample size is increased
after nonsignificant tests, we
are guaranteed to obtain
a significant test at some point.
Mayo (2018)
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Part 2: Inference Weak or no error probing with corpora

Bad corpus statistics | Underlying problems

With quantitative methods based on a rationalist probative
philosophy, inferential reasoning, data preparation/study design,
as well as statistical reasoning cannot be separated.
Fisher (1935a,b), Mayo (2018)

▶ In general, the value of single (statistical) results is over-interpreted.
▶ Alternative interpretations of studies are not taken into account,

resulting in a bad Argument from Error.
▶ p-values are a good example…
▶ As in many fields, p-values have been misinterpreted in CL.

Even in a text book prominently published in 2020.
▶ In CL, p-values have even been wilfully misused.

For example in Stefanowitsch & S. Gries (2003), as pointed out in
Schmid & Küchenhoff (2013), Küchenhoff & Schmid (2015).
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Part 2: Inference Weak or no error probing with corpora

Anything goes | Clusters in the corpus/mind

Divjak & Arppe (2013) argue that corpus data allow the reconstruction
of cognitive prototype representations regarding uses of different verbs
of “trying” in Russian.

▶ They cluster the corpus data and claim cognitive reality.
▶ In Divjak et al. (2016), they present experimental data

to back up the claim.
▶ Any data set can be clustered. It means nothing.
▶ Fiddling with hyperparameters can produce almost any result.
▶ What does the corpus study tell us that the experiment doesn’t?

Different approach: In Schäfer (2019), an existing theory about prototypes
in an inflectional class of German nouns (Köpcke 1995) are extended by deduction.
The extended theory is tested on corpus data with a limited set of variables.
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Part 2: Inference Weak or no error probing with corpora

Biber | Theories of register

What should a theory of registers provide?

▶ a model of causal mechanisms
= What are registers beyond clusters of co-occurrences?

▶ methods to establish which properties are relevant to register
▶ methods to devise register categories
▶ methods to assign unseen texts to register categories

▶ the ability to identify register properties of any text or utterance,
including unseen ones (= generalisability)
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Part 2: Inference Weak or no error probing with corpora

Biber | Registers via folk typologies

Biber’s Multidimensional Analysis (MDA) (Biber 1989)

Given: a division of documents into registers/genres
(the terminology changes over the years) …

▶ “folk-typology of genres” (later called “registers”)
▶ based on “systematic nonlinguistic criteria”
▶ “correspond directly to text distinctions recognized by

mature adult speakers, reflecting differences in external format
and situations of use”

▶ examples: editorials, personal letters, broadcasts

▶ Problem: If you have an advanced substantive theory of registers,
it is highly unlikely that any annotation conveniently offered by
other researchers matches your core assumptions.
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Part 2: Inference Weak or no error probing with corpora

Biber | Procedure 1: dimensions of variation

1. select texts from many registers
2. count linguistic features in

each of the texts
3. find feature co-occurrence

patterns using factor analysis
4. interpret factors as so-called

dimensions of variation in terms
of communicative functions

5. examine texts and registers with
respect to these dimensions

Problem: Have you checked
the operationalisations and the quality
of the feature annotations? Example from Biber (2009, p. 840).
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Part 2: Inference Weak or no error probing with corpora

Biber | Begging for confirmation

Does MDA have a chance of failing at all? Is it probative?
▶ MDA is exploratory: It always succeeds in finding some pattern.
▶ What can be interpreted is interpreted, what can’t be interpreted

is simply discarded.

“Interpretations of the factors are tentative until confirmed
by further research.” (Biber 1988, p. 92)
▶ possible ways of obtaining “confirmation”

▶ examine registers w. r. t. dimensions “to support or refute
hypothesized interpretations” (= Rely on your own wits.)

▶ predict behaviour of new features w. r. t. dimensions
▶ high flexibility of “confirmation”

▶ Factors re-emerging across several studies count as confirmation.
▶ New features may extend the earlier interpretation of a dimension

and still count as confirmation.
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Part 2: Inference Weak or no error probing with corpora

Going probative with registers | A04
Getting the substantive hypothesis right: Mental register grammars are
fully probabilistic. In this hypothesis, all lemmas are equally important.

The substantive hypothesis is not specifically about “registers of German”
or any concrete feature distribution. It’s about the cognitive architecture.

grammatical
features

registers

documents

are associated with

are realised in

occur in

p=0.2

p=0.5

p=0.7

f=24
f=0
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Part 2: Inference Some solutions

Solutions | Improving the design of studies

Most corpus studies come with intrinsic problems:
▶ Corpus creation is often opportunistic.
▶ Corpus choices by users are often opportunistic out of necessity.
▶ Thus, controlling variables, proper randomisation, and

clean experiment design are mostly impossible.

Partial solutions:
▶ Make corpus choice part of your scientific reasoning.
▶ The same goes for your statistical analysis.
▶ Never use pre-existing annotation without thoroughly checking it.
▶ Always question the appropriateness of a corpus given your theory.
▶ Only use corpora available openly for full analysis.
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Part 2: Inference Some solutions

Solutions | Meta-analyses

Meta-analyses: Pool the results of many studies testing the same effect.
Try to abstract over the variation that comes from individual studies.
Determine whether the totality of studies fails to refute the effect.

▶ Meta-analyses are common in medicine because in many cases
persistent error is deadly or harmful!

▶ Why don’t (corpus) linguists do meta-analyses?
▶ Meta-analysis is becoming popular in psycholinguistics.

Jäger et al. (2017), Nicenboim et al. (2018)
▶ Corpus linguists often have too weak and incommensurable theories.
▶ Everybody has their own operationalisations (or none at all).
▶ It gets worse with overly complex maximal models under

a “modelling everything” approach as advocated by some.
S. Gries (2017), criticised in Schäfer (2018).

▶ If corpora are not open and well documented, it is impossible
to determine the influence of corpus choice in meta-analysis.
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Part 2: Inference Some solutions

Solutions | Replication studies

Replication solves many problems with problematic inferences and
validities: Comparable/converging results are obtained from follow-up
studies (same corpus or other corpora), or by other methods. ▷ Week 1

▶ When is the existence of an effect well-probed?
▶ Not if you obtained a single p-value.
▶ Not if you found data that look nice when plotted.
▶ If the existence of the effect fails to be refuted again and again.

▶ Replication studies are only possible if the original study and
its methods, and the corpora are transparently documented.

▶ Replication crisis elsewhere: Studies don’t replicate. (Ioannidis 2005)
▶ Replication crisis in corpus linguistics: We don’t do replication.

▶ Corpus data/results are often cheap and easy, and the community
values quantity and “novelty” over piecemeal error probing.

▶ We have to to begin with replication in BA/MA theses at least.
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Part 2: Inference It’s never “just another interface”! (INF)

Solution | Know your tools!

We have seen how inferences can go wrong in intricate ways.
We have argued that corpus studies must be valid, reproducible, etc.

We’re now going to show how things you don’t even know about
can make it impossible to reproduce your studies.

You’ll see that you shouldn’t even use corpus query software
without probing it for errors.
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Part 2: Inference It’s never “just another interface”! (INF)

Technical/organizational requirements for reproducibility

To achieve reproducibility, …
▶ the corpus data and
▶ all scripts, software and online environments used

to extract the results (including corpus queries)
…need to be accessible to other researchers and should be part of the
publication (either as attachment or reference).

When only the query results are included, issues in the query or extraction process can’t
be investigated. E. g., a corpus query might accidentally exclude some phenomena and
readers might want to fix the query to include more results and apply the statistical analysis
on the updated data.
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Part 2: Inference It’s never “just another interface”! (INF)

Archiving corpora vs. archiving query results

▶ Corpora as versioned static data can be archived in repositories,
like zenodo.org or laudatio-repository.org

▶ A corpus search needs several components to deliver the same results
▶ the exact same corpus data ingested into the system

(Version numbers can lie.)
▶ the query to execute and all its parameters (context sizes,

paging, displayed visualizations, etc.)
▶ the exact same software version to execute the query
▶ (the same execution operating system/database/…version?)

▶ Making software and scripts easy to execute in all environments
is also a difficult task
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Part 2: Inference It’s never “just another interface”! (INF)

Online environments can vanish

corpus.byu.edu used to be a freely available corpus interface.

It has been superseded by english-corpora.org.

Every online environment needs resources (computing power,
hardware repair, administrator, software updates, …)

that somebody has to account for.
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Part 2: Inference It’s never “just another interface”! (INF)

What happens if a service closes or moves?

▶ The services behind URLs (the identifiers for webpages and resources
on the internet) can vanish.

▶ Persistent identifier systems like DOI (Digital Object Identifier)
are meant as stable reference.
▶ E. g., the DOI 10.5281/zenodo.3765218 refers to the RUEG corpus

version 0.3.0 and is currently resolved to the URL
https://zenodo.org/record/3765218

▶ When Zenodo changes their internal URls or is archived somewhere
else itself (e. g., archive.org), they need to update all registered DOIs
to point to the new resource

▶ Problem: Updating the DOIs is actually not done all the time.
This can be technically challenging for dynamic online environments
and software (as opposed to static data)
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Part 2: Inference It’s never “just another interface”! (INF)

Example: Links to queries in ANNIS

ANNIS supports permanent reference links that repeat the same query
with the same parameters and show the visualization for a match.

https://korpling.org/annis3/?id=3e9fb141-4f62-4241-9d3d-41936215f4c6
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Part 2: Inference It’s never “just another interface”! (INF)

Migrating from ANNIS3 to ANNIS4

front-end
web application

back-end
service

transmission of AQL query
via REST interface

result mapped as Salt graph
or total number of matches

PostgreSQL
database

AQL query translated to SQL

result in
relational data model

User

▶ Before: ANNIS3 executes translates the query to SQL and executes
it on a database.

▶ After: ANNIS4 directly executes the query.
▶ Problem: how to make sure the referenced dynamically queries

produce the same result?

▶ Solution: we migrate all reference queries and execute all
of them on both the old and the new system, comparing the results.
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Part 2: Inference It’s never “just another interface”! (INF)

Two pieces of Software are never fully compatible!

▶ New Problem: ≈ 17000 queries exist in the old system
▶ Some of the queries trigger bugs in the new system needing to be fixed.
▶ Some of them trigger issues in the old system needing to be fixed.

▶ Query results need to stay the same after issues have been resolved.
▶ New Solution: Quirks mode to emulate bugs of the older system

in the new system (Krause & Druskat 2019)
▶ Transparency: if a referenced query does not produce the same result,

inform the user instead of executing it blindly
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Part 2: Inference Summary

Summary
▶ Your philosophy of inference (positivism, rationalism/probativism, …)

is what commits you to a set of best practices.
▶ Good inferences are obtained by probing theories for errors.
▶ Just look for patterns in corpora (inductive reasoning) is easy, but

anything you find is as good as anything else you might have found.
It’s hard to decide what’s a good corpus.

▶ It’s easy to obtain good looking results where a problem with some
type of validity ruins your inferences/makes them less impressive.

▶ Approaches like MDA (Biber) are not probative and always yield
some result. They need stronger theories and better error probing.

▶ Solutions include:
▶ much stronger and precise theories
▶ better study design, better statistics literacy, informed choice of corpora
▶ meta-analyses and replication
▶ awareness of the complexity of tools (e. g., corpus query engines)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use

What’s the most frequently used corpus?

Schäfer (2018, p. 28)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use

What’s the most frequently used corpus?

Schäfer (2018, p. 28)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use

Today

We will talk about some issues regarding
small to mid-sized corpora (specialized corpora)
and some issues regarding large Web corpora.

There is also everything in between.
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Specialised corpora

Specialised corpora

You can have small or mid-sized specialised corpora
that are tightly linked to a given research question.

They are carefully sampled and we know a lot
about the sampling parameters.
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Specialised corpora

Example: RIDGES

Research question: How does German
as a scientific language develop?
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Specialised corpora

Example: RIDGES

¶ Jtem wer der beyfuſz wurczeln
v̉ber die thor des hauſes legt oder
hencket / dẽ hauſz mag nichcz v̉bels
od̉ vngeheürigkait zůgefuͤgt wer
den ¶ Der hochgelert maiſter Ga
lienus ſpricht ˖ dz baide beyfuſz rot
vnd weiſz gůt ſey den frawen ge⸗
nüczt weñ es in not ſey ˖ Vñ auch
faſt wol bekome den die den ſtain
habẽ in den lenden ˖ ¶ Der maiſter
(Gart der Gesundheit, 1487)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Specialised corpora

Example: RIDGES

Research question: How do scientific and popular science registers
develop in German?

Corpus design is influenced by the following considerations:

▶ period of interest: Early Modern period, change from Latin
to the vernacular languages, development of sciences

▶ good coverage over time: herbals, medical texts, religious texts
▶ seed register/genre for several scientific genres: herbals, medical texts
▶ availability (facsimilia)

The corpus is deeply annotated on many levels (spelling lexicon,
morphology, syntax, …) because we expect changes on all of them.

See Odebrecht et al. (2017). The corpus is freely available under a CC-BY license.
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Specialised corpora

RIDGES | Challenge normalization

When dealing with a diachronic corpus (or even a “synchronic” historical
corpus), one has to deal with a high degree of spelling variation.

Normalization is needed for diachronic research but (like any other
annotation layer), normalization requires many decisions.

▶ beyfuſz, beyfusz to beyfusz
▶ beyfuſz, beyfusz, beifusz, beifuß to Beifuß “mugwort”
▶ feuchtblattern, windpocken to chicken pox
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Specialised corpora

Ridges | Nomalization Layers

“In this way they would be wise people even in their ignorance.”
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Specialised corpora

Ridges | Mapping between normalization layers

The mapping between the different normalization layers shows change
(here, standardization in spelling).
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Specialised corpora

Example: RUEG

Research question: What is the status of noncanonical phenomena
in heritage speakers’ two languages from the perspective
of emerging grammars?

Corpus design is influenced by the following considerations:

▶ heritage language (Russian, Turkish, Greek, German)/
majority language (German, English)

▶ age of the speakers
▶ situation (formality), mode (spoken, written)

See Research Unit Emerging Grammars. The corpus is freely available under a CC-BY license.
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Specialised corpora

RUEG

A corpus collected under almost “experimental” conditions. (Wiese 2020)

We are aware that corpus data is never as clean as laboratory data.

Parameters are controlled as tightly as possible (this pertains to
the selection of the participants as well as to the collection itself).

The corpus is annotated on many levels (combination of manual
and automatic annotation).

Challenge: The corpus is multilingual. This means
that annotation layers have to be comparable in some way.
▶ language-specific annotation layers, both specific and fine-grained
▶ abstract annotation layers for comparison
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Specialised corpora

Specialized corpora | Summary

▶ Specialized corpora can consist of texts that are already available:
the research question determines the selection.
Possible problem: availability

▶ Specialized corpora can consist of texts that are acquired for
the corpus: the research question determines the sampling.

▶ With specialized corpora we know a lot about the texts (meta data).
▶ Each design decision has consequences for further research.
▶ Each decision (design, annotation) has to be documented.
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Google as a corpus query engine?

Idea: Use the internet as a corpus for linguistic research.

Do not just use Google! (Kilgarriff 2006)

▶ Research results may not be reproducible.
▶ dynamic data, numbers may change at any time
▶ dependent on undocumented algorithms (for indexing, ranking, display)
▶ usually documents counts, sometimes even only estimates

▶ Lack of essential features (for doing corpus linguistics)
▶ no linguistic annotation of the data
▶ no functionality for processing and displaying data

in a linguistically appropriate way
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Web corpora

Solution (from the early 2000s on):
▶ create static corpora from web data
▶ add layers of linguistic annotation
▶ access data through dedicated linguistic concordance tools

Some of the better known web corpus initiatives:
▶ Web-As-Corpus Kool Ynitiative: WaCky

(Baroni & Bernardini 2006, Baroni et al. 2009)
▶ Corpora from the Web: COW (Schäfer & Bildhauer 2012)
▶ Leipzig Corpora Collection (Eckart & Quasthoff 2013)
▶ SketchEngine’s TenTen corpora (Jakubı́ček et al. 2013)
▶ Mike Davies’ web corpora, e. g. GloWbE (Davies 2013)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Some challenges in web corpus construction

▶ Text selection
▶ Sampling: Which web pages are collected for the corpus?
▶ Deduplication: Should similar pages be discarded? (How similar?)

▶ Text preparation
▶ Extraction: Which parts of a web page should be included?
▶ Clean-up: Detect passages of non-text, foreign language material, etc.

▶ Linguistic annotation
▶ Text normalization: punctuation, sentence splitting (even spelling?)
▶ Processing: Adapt standard NLP tools to deal with noisy data.

▶ All these steps require conscious decisions.
▶ All these decisions have an impact on the final corpus.
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Text selection for web corpora

A random sample of documents from the internet?
▶ No!
▶ Many documents are not accessible to everyone.
▶ A uniformly random sample: technically challenging (Schäfer in prep.),

and linguistically not very interesting
▶ Common practice: use a web crawler to collect documents

▷ biased sample, docs with more links pointing to them
are more likely to be sampled

However, there is no obligation to use the corpus as is:
▶ Users may select specific documents (e. g., by host or doc type)

as suitable for their research question.
▶ COW corpora allow for some such stratification.
▶ likely more options in the future (e. g., register)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

There’s an old saying in Web corpus construction …

One researcher’s noise is another researcher’s data.



Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Text preparation

Which documents are “good” documents?

Which parts of documents are “good” parts?

▶ Web pages contain non-texts: word clouds, lists,
foreign language material, etc.

▶ Web pages contain boilerplate: menus, navigation bars,
banners, copyright notes and other layout elements, etc.

▶ not useful text for almost any linguistic application
▶ may distort quantitative analyses of linguistic features
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Text quality: Why bother?
First few lines from the Common Crawl corpus
(frequently used as training data in MT, e. g. at EMNLP 2017):

by Lefty on Sep.29, 2010, under Free Porn Movies
Paul Bunyan
Comment added on 13:52 June 03, 2010 by Muriel
Nothing villages also signaled into the fine next cell, power point viewer.
Girls drinking left that students equality family like this should say to
sweden, where the women are family and common!
We present sexy twinks XXX movies!
September 2009 &nbsp; (55)
October 2008 &nbsp; (15)
Default
STL
The Ultimate Joomla Collection
What is the Torah?
Though it contains laws and commands, the Torah is better understood as G-d's
teaching and instructions on life rather than some divine municipal
governance. The Torah teaches us how to do what is right and by doing so, find
blessing.
Silva Timber
Western Red Cedar Rainscreen
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

What’s a good document?

Ideally, the final corpus should contain only good documents.

Good:
▶ only documents in the target language
▶ documents containing predominantly text

(i. e., coherent and connected text)

This excludes certain document types:
▶ lists (e. g. company names, vocabulary items)
▶ tag clouds
▶ etc.
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Example: a good document
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Good vs. bad documents: lists
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Good vs. bad documents: lists (II)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Good vs. bad documents: lists (III)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Text quality in COW

▶ classify documents according to their “textiness”
▶ metric based on frequent (short) words

in language identification (Grefenstette 1995)

▶ does not involve an obviously difficult design decision
▶ strategy for cleansing: high recall for everyone,

accept mediocre precision

▶ For retained documents, use text quality as annotation.
▶ Let corpus users choose a threshold for text quality

according to their research question.

The approach is documented and has been evaluated. (Schäfer et al. 2013)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Boilerplate

Boilerplate: text not produced by person on a particular occasion, but:
▶ generated by content management systems
▶ similar or identical on many web pages of the same website
▶ similar or identical across web sites

Why bother?
▶ BP may bias the frequency of linguistic items in the final corpus.
▶ One of the most frequent tokens in an experimental German

web corpus: mehr ‘more’, as in ‘Click to read more …’
▶ One of the most frequent sentences in an experimental English

web corpus: “You are not allowed to post new content in the forum.”

Annotators usually disagree on what is boilerplate to some extent.
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Text
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Text (II)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Text (III)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

What should count as boilerplate?
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

What should count as boilerplate? (II)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

What should count as boilerplate? (III)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

What should count as boilerplate? (IV)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

What should count as boilerplate? (V)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

What should count as boilerplate?(VI)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

What should count as boilerplate? (VII)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

What should count as boilerplate? (VIII)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

What should count as boilerplate? (IX)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

What should count as boilerplate? (X)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Boilerplate removal

Traditional approach: automatically detect and remove boilerplate.

▶ Problem 1: Boilerplate status is conceptually unclear
in many instances.

▶ Problem 2: Algorithms trained on human decisions
rarely produce 100% correct classifications.

COW approach:

▶ Automatically detect and classify boilerplate (per paragraph).
▶ Annotate paragraphs with a BP score generated by the classifier.
▶ Let corpus users choose the acceptable amount of boilerplate.

The approach is documented and has been evaluated. (Schäfer 2017)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Linguistic annotation

Two important characteristics of web corpora:

1. Size: Web corpora require automatic linguistic annotation
because their size makes manual annotation infeasible.

2. Noise: Off-the-shelf software often under-performs on web data.
▷ It needs to be adapted/wrapped.
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Example: Spelling variants/errors/noise
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Linguistic annotation for noisy data

▶ Some amount of annotation error can’t be avoided.

▶ Evaluation is mandatory, e. g. by way of specific shared tasks.
E. g., GSCL 2015 Shared Task on Automatic Linguistic Annotation of
Computer-Mediated Communication/Social Media)
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Part 3: Corpus creation and corpus use Web corpora

Web corpora | Summary

▶ Goal: create static corpora from the web for reproducible research.

▶ Unlike many traditional texts, many (parts of) web documents
are seen as noise by corpus users relative to their research questions.

▶ Web corpus designers cannot foresee users’ research questions.
▶ Instead of doing rigorous cleanups, COW allows users to make

transparent decisions to keep or remove potential noise.

▶ Badness: Is a document a coherent text built from real sentences?
▶ Boilerplate: Is a paragraph real text or automatically generated?
▶ Linguistic annotation needs to be adapted to noisy data.

As a consequence, corpus users must actively stratify
each query with COW-type corpora.
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Good corpora | Summary

Come on, just tell us!

What’s a good corpus?



Good corpora | Summary

What makes a corpus a good corpus?
Answer: A specific theory and a concrete research question!
In other words, you, the corpus user.

▶ You need a research question.
▶ You need a theory into which this question is embedded.
▶ Ideally, the research question should have a high capability

of probing your theory for errors.
▶ It should be specific and precise w. r. t. all substantive and

auxiliary connected hypotheses.
▶ If you just diagnose the existence of patterns without a substantive

theory behind you, you cannot decide whether a corpus is good.
▶ If somebody else has already done something similar, try to replicate,

and don’t try to be innovative at all costs.

This allows you to make good decisions when it comes to
corpus choice and corpus analysis.
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Good corpora | Summary

Finding a good corpus
When you go looking for a good corpus:

▶ Be as non-opportunistic as possible.
▶ Try to find a corpus that was designed guided by a very specific

theoretical question compatible to yours (Ridges, RUEG).
▶ If that’s impossible, get to know the corpus very well to avoid noise,

ask the creators for guidance (COW).
▶ Always be sceptical towards linguistic annotation in the corpus.
▶ Don’t use high-level annotation (register) just because it’s there.

It will ruin your inferences.
▶ Ensure you and others can probe the corpus and your study for flaws:

▶ Use well-documented and openly available corpora.
▶ Make transparent your decisions regarding corpus choice.
▶ Document everything you did to retrieve, annotate, analyse your data.

We wish you good inferences!
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